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ABSTRACT

This report presents results of an evaluation of the impacts of the October 2002 port

shutdown on the Los Angeles County transportation system. Using a varety of data, we examine
impacts on the state highway system, on traffc accidents, and on public transit. We also examine

impacts on cargo movements. We conducted staeholder interviews to fuher understand
responses to the shutdown and its aftermath. Transportation impacts were highly concentrated

around the ports and were largely due to reduced heavy duty trck traffc related to local drayage
activity. The absence of any significant impacts beyond the San Pedro Bay area are explained by
1) the small share that port-related activity represents in the traffic stream beyond the port area, 2)

anecdotal evidence that the trcking industr was able to pick up other business, 3) anecdotal
evidence that warehouses and distributors maintained operations, 4) the added activity generated

by the shutdown (tracking cargo, searching for other sources of critical products, etc.). We
observed no statistically significant reduction in traffic accidents, nor any changes in public transit
use.
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CHAPTER ONE: INTRODUCTION

On September 27,2002, the Pacific Maritime Association (PMA) locked out workers at

west coast ports in California, Oregon and Washington, accusing them of a work slowdown. The

lockout was the culmination of conflcts between the PMA and the International Longshore and
Warehouse Union (IL WU) over labor contract renewaL. Although the PMA re-opened the ports
on September 29,2002 a second lockout occured almost immediately, again in response to claims

of deliberate work slowdowns. The ports did not re-open again until October 9, shortly after
President Bush invoked the Taft-Harley Act and issued a temporary restraining order requiring

the ports to re-open and the IL WU to retu to work.
1.1 A Natural Experiment

Given the critical importance of international trade in the contemporary economy, the

shutdown had significant economic consequences. It also had consequences for local
transportation systems. The port shutdown provided a "natural experiment" that made possible an
assessment of

the impacts of

port-related international trade on the surface transportation system.

Local impacts were expected to be paricularly severe in Southern California, home of

the nation's

largest container ports.
Natural experiments provide researchers with unique oppo~ities to address questions

that would be impossible to examine under normal circumstaces. Examples include both natural
iisasters and man-made events. For example, the 1984 Los Angeles Olympics provided a short-

term transportation system management experiment that provided interesting insights on what
behavioral changes travelers are most likely to make in response to major system changes
,

:Giuliano, 1986). Additionally, the 1994 Northridge earhquake enabled us to examine how
Jeople respond to sudden reductions in highway capacity, and how businesses respond to
manticipated interrptions (Giuliano and Golob, 1998; Gordon, Richardson and Davis, 1998).

lhese results can be used to develop better emergency response strategies, and also provide

nsight on the natue of travel demand.
In the case of

the port shutdown, there was the potential to examine the following:

. Responses of manufactuers, wholesalers, retailers
. Responses of shippers, ports, terminal operators
7

. Impacts of shifting demand on the transportation system

1.2 Purpose of Research

The purose of this research was to document the impacts of the port shutdown on the Los

Angeles Region's transportation system. The port shutdown interrpted the flow of both imports
and exports; these interrptions in turn affected wholesale, retail, and all other elements of the
goods movement supply chain. Imports and exports, shipping, freight forwarding, and other

associated services were afected. Secondar manufacturng activities and warehousing were
likely

affected. We therefore expected that both the level and pattern of

transportation demand

would have changed during the shutdown.

Analysis of the port shutdown is important for two reasons. First, the shutdown was
perceived by many as a short test of

the extent to which port-related traffc affects the
the ports,

transportation system. The public is increasingly concerned with the local impacts of

from congestion on the highways to the health impacts of diesel pariculate emissions. Several

observers have noted that while the ports (meaning international trade) generate widespread

benefits (cheaper prices to consumers, more effcient economic production), they also generate
concentrated environmental costs (Erie, 2004). Taking advantage of

the short interrption in port

activities makes it possible to better understand the impacts of port activities.
Second, the port shutdown was a crisis situation to which all supply chain stakeholders had

to respond. Documenting their responses helps us to understand institutional relationships and
bariers that have implications for solving the many port-related problems facing Southern

California.

Our assessment was conducted in two pars. First, travel impacts were documented for
both goods and passengers using data collected from a variety of sources. Second, we conducted a
series of interviews with public and private agency representatives to assist in interpreting the
quantitative data and to examine questions that could not be adequately explored with the
available data.
1.3 Research Challenges

Studies of natural experiments have many challenges. First, since such events occur with

little or no waring the researcher does not have time to set up data collection procedures that
would allow a comprehensive "before-during-after" study. The researcher is therefore dependent
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upon whatever data are available; frequently key data are not available. In this case, data
limitations significantly limited our abilty to draw firm conclusions on port shutdown impacts.

Second, as with any real-world situation, external changes may affect results. Notable events that
affected our results include 9/11 and its impact on the economy in 2001, and two labor disputes in

2000 and 2003 that led to MT A transit service interrptions. Third, time is critical for evaluation
of unanticipated events. Memories fade quickly, and data that may be available a few months
afer the event may not be available a year later. This project did not begin until June 2004, one

and one-half years after the shutdown.
Our research design was also affected by the nature of international trade and port
operations. There is significant seasonality in imports and exports, with the peak being the fall

months. Seasonality suggests comparsons with same season previous and following years.

However, traffic at the ports has been increasing rapidly, and there is no "steady state" from which

to make comparsons.
We also had to take into consideration the circumstaces of the port shutdown. As will be

described in more detal. below, the shutdown was the culmination of a labor dispute that began

with negotiations for a new contract in May 2002. The contract expired in July, and negotiations

took place through the sumer. One could argue that suppliers, shippers and trade consumers had

mrne advance warng and might have shipped earlier than usual, or made arangements for

iiversions. From a global perspective, there are substitutes for the US west coast (e.g. the US east

;oast, Panama Canal crossing to south US, Canada, Mexico), but such diversions require advance

)laning. The post-shutdown period also needed to be considered. The immediate impact of the

:nd of the shutdown was congestion at the port terminals, and it took many months to process the

iccumulated freight and retur to more normal operating conditions. Thus any comparsons of

luring and immediately before or after the shutdown would not be appropriate.

.4 Research Tasks

This section describes the tasks undertaken in this research and explains changes from the

,riginal scope of work that resulted primarly from data limitations.
Task la: Document Freeway Impacts
Truck trips in and out of

the ports of

Los Angeles and Long Beach are estimated to be

bout 40,000 per day (California BTH andEP A, 2005). With the ports closed, not only should
eavy duty truck (HDT) volumes have declined on freeways serving the ports, but total traffic
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volumes may have shifted in response to the temporary availability of peak period capacity. This

task examined traffc volumes, HDT volumes, and traffc accidents, before, during and after the
shutdown period.
Task 1 b: Document Other Passenger Impacts

Reductions in the total level of economic activity in the region could lead to lower overall

travel demand. Reduced congestion on key freeways such as the 1-710 could attact diverted trips

from local arerials, or might persuade transit riders to shift to car. This task examined transit

ridership in the Long Beach - Los Angeles corrdor. Route diversion could not be examined, as
we were unable to obtain sufficient traffic volume data for key arerials.
Task lc: Document Other Freight Transporttion Impacts
This task addressed whether shippers,

manufactuers, etc., used other options for shipping

or obtaining goods during the shutdown. Although the entire US west coast waterfront was shut
down, it was possible that shipments were diverted to Mexico or even to the US east or gulf

coasts, or were shifted to air. We examined monthly air cargo volumes, but monthly volumes for
alternative ports were not available.

Task 2a: Interviews with Industr Stakeholders
The purose of

the interviews was to elicit qualitative information on responses to the

shutdown. We conducted interviews with 19 people, representing a broad spectr of supply

chain stakeholders. These interviews support our quantitative analysis and provide numerous

insights on institutional issues.

Task 2b: Activity at Other Ports
As noted above, diversion of shipments to other ports was at least a possibilty. We
searched for monthly data for other US ports, but data were available only on an anual basis.

Anual volumes are not sufficient for tracking potential diversions.
1.5 Changes in Project Scope

Our analysis of freeway impacts was limited by data availability. Caltrans records and

retains hourly traffic volumes only for a sample of locations. HDT counts are available only at
selected special count locations such as WIM stations and locations with sensors configured for

vehicle classification. Some locations had missing data for key time intervals. Our analysis is
based on all available data.

Our analysis of passenger mode shifts was limited by major service interrptions in 2000
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and 2003 durng our comparson time periods, and the lack of line level passenger data for bus

service. We therefore concentrated on Blue Line ridership, the rail line most likely to be affected.

Finally, we were unable to obtain suffciently disaggregated data for freight rail or for other ports

to suffciently examine the question of diversion.
1.6 Organization of Report

The remainder of this report is organizéd as follows. Chapter Two provides background
on trends in international trade, trends at the LAILB ports, and the impact of port-related activity

on the region's transportation system. The chapter also provides background on the labor issues
that led to the shutdown, and describes the shutdown and its aftermath at the ports and for the

ports' customers. Chapter Three presents our results, and Chapter Four presents our conclusions
and policy recommendations.
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CHAPTER TWO:

BACKGROUND

This chapter provides a general description of international trade, the Los Angeles and

Long Beach ports and their impacts on the Los Angeles region, and a brief history of the port

shutdown.
2.1 International Trade and the Los Angeles Region

International trade is a
significant par of

It grew from 13.8 % of

the U.S. economy.

US GDP in

1991 to 22.2 % in 2001.1 The U.S. is

the world's largest martime trading

45%
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, i

I
i
I

30%

_.._-----~-~~-----_._~_._- --_.~-¡

25%

nation. During 2001, the value of

water-borne goods shipment exceeded

20%

I

!

15%
10%

all other modes of transport of
international merchandise freight (see

5%
0%

Water

Air

Truck

Rail

Oter

figure 2.1). The growth in
international trade has been

accompaned by strctural changes in

Figure
2.1

Transportation Distribution of Total U.S.

International Merchandise Trade by Value in
2001

Data Source: Bureau of

the global economy that imply much

Transportation Statistics

greater volumes of goods transport and

more dependence on a low cost, fast, and reliable transportation system. These changes include
manufacturing processes distrbuted around the world, just-in-time inventory practices, combining

manufacturing and warehousing, etc. Growth in domestic freight has increased across all modes,
as shown in Figure 2.2 (the air mode is not visible in the colums because it caries a very small

share of all ton-miles). Increased freight flows have paricularly affected major importexport
nodes, such às the Los Angeles region.

1 Source: U.S. Deparent of

Transportation, Bureau of
Transportation Statistics; based on data from U.S. Department
of Commerce, Bureau of Economic Analysis, National Income and Products Accounts.
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Domestic Intercity Ton-miles by Mode
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Figure 2.2: Domestic Intercity Ton-miles by Mode

Source: Calculated by the authors from BTS data

2.1.1 Goods Movement in Southern California
Southern California is home to two major cargo airports (Los Angeles International, and

Ontario); three martime cargo ports (Los Angeles, Long Beach, and Point Hueneme); two major

trunk-line railroads (Union Pacific and Burlington Nortern Santa Fe); four short-line or switching
railroads (Pacific Harbor Lines, Los Angeles Junction Railroad Company, Ventura County

Railway, and San Jacinto Branch Line); the Alameda Corrdor, a 20 mile long rail cargo
expressway linkng the ports of Long Beach and Los Angeles to the transcontinental rail yards
riear Downtown Los Angeles; and an extensive network of

Together, the San Pedro Bay Ports form the largest container shipping facility in

highways and arerial streets.
the U.S.

in terms of both value of cargo and container traffc. They are also the fifth busiest container

facility in the world.2 The LA/LB ports are critical to the entire US. It is estimated that about
70% of all west coast container cargo and 35% of all US waterborne container trade passes
The ports were ranked third until

2005, when they were surpassed by Shanghai and Shenzhen (Cunningham Report,

i-2-05).
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through the San Pedro Bay ports (Los Angeles Metropolitan Transportation Authority, 2002), and

about 60% of all LA/LB cargo is destined for markets outside the region. The San Pedro ports
together handled close to 13.1 milion TEU (Twenty-foot Equivalent Units, the standard measure
of cargo volume) in 20043. The Los Angeles Economic Development Corporation (LAEDC)

estimates that the 2005 volume will be about 14 milion TEU.
It is important to put these numbers in context when considering west coast substitutes:

the next largest west coast ports are Oakland (2.04 milion TEU in 2004) and Seattle (1.77 milion
TED in 2004). The increase in TEU at LAILB between 2003 and 2004 was 1.2 millon TEU.
Container volume has grown consistently for the past several years, and estimates of future growth

have been exceeded each year. Figure 2.3 gives total tonnage for the combined ports, 1991 -

2003.
Port Cargo at Los Angeles and Long Beach
1&0

'í 135

z
zo 90

i-o

3

.i.
45

o

1991 1993 199 1997 1m 2001 io

Source: Los Angeles Economic Development Corp((tJon

Figure 2.3 Port Cargo at Los Angeles and Long Beach

Source: SCAG 2004 ..

Complementing the extensive freight infrastrcture in Southern California are more than
32,500 wholesale trade establishments and 7,300 trucking companies (Los Angeles County

Metropolitan Transportation Authority, 2002). Apar from shipping, trucking, and warehousing,

the commercial goods movement market includes several types of intermediar firms that

facilitate the freight transportation. Intermediares provide value-added services, although
typically they do not own any equipment. Intermediares include freight forwarders, freight

3 Total based on figures from offcial websites of

the two port
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brokers who operate primarly within the

trucking industry; intermodal marketing companies

(IMC, formerly known as shippers' agents) who work primarly with railroads; and third pary
logistics (3PL) providers who coordinate logistics over a company's entire supply chain. It is
estimated that port-related international trade accounts for about 550,000 jobs in the Los Angeles
region (California BTH and EP A, 2005).
Growt of international trade has resulted

region's highway system; Figure 2.4 shows growt of

in large increases in freight traffic on the
population, employment, total VMT, 5+

axle trck VMT, and air passengers for the Los Angeles CMSA, indexed to 1982. HDT VMT has
increased the most, more than doubling since 1982. The increase in truck traffc has become a
the 1-710 and

major public policy issue, paricularly with respect to planng the expansion of

recent research on the health damage of small pariculate emissions. More generally, there is
increasing public opposition to the local impacts of

the focus is

port-related activities, and much of

on highway congestion and air pollution.

Economic and Transportion Trends: LA CMSA
2.5
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Figure 2.4: Indexed Economic and Transportation Trends, 1981 -1998

Source: Calculated by the authors from RBIS (Regional Economic Information Service),

State of Californa data.
2.2 The Port Shutdown

Some basic information on the nature of labor/management relations is required in order to
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understand why the port shutdown happened.4 The West Coast ports in the states of California,
Oregon, and Washington remained closed for 10 days from September 27 to October 8, 2002. The

shutdown was the result of an unesolved labor dispute between the International Longshore and

Warehouse Union (IL WU) and Pacific Martime Association (PMA), a group representing ports

and shipping lines. The PMA represents foreign and domestic shipping companes, terminal
operators, and stevedoring; it was formed to negotiate labor contracts and to administer benefits

and pay to all workers. The IL WU represents dockside workers and negotiates their contracts

with the goal of protecting jobs and wages. The two organzations have a long history of
contentious relationships, "...... the seeds of distrst have been widely sown, poisoning the

atmosphere of mutual trust and respect ............." (The Whte House, 2002).

2.2.1 Points of Contention and the Shutdown

Using information technology was a major point of contention in the 2002 labor

negotiations. With the increased volume of goods movement, the ports have been under pressure
to both upgrade facilities to

accommodate larger vessels as well as increase productivity to process

their operations is therefore

more cargo from each ship that docks. Improving effciency of

critical for ports and terminals to remain competitive. Introducing newer and advanced computer
technology to streamline cargo operations at the ports is one way of

improving effciency.

Introduction of

jobs was seen by PMA as

new technologies that would streamline many unon

vital to remaining competitive, while the IL WU feared large scale job replacement. "Modernzing
the West Coast ports is the best long-term

Miniace, Chief

Executive Officer of

job security the IL WU membership can have," said Joe

the Pacific Maritime Association.s As new technology is

implemented and productivity increases, new jobs wil be created to handle increased volume.
Even so, the IL WU was concerned that new jobs would not remain under their jurisdiction.
Because of

high pay scales and stringent work rules, the PMA has a de facto policy of avoiding

the creation oflongshore jobs, preferrng to shift functions to lower wage workers. Thus, job
preservation was a major concern for the IL WU.
With these issues at the forefront, the IL WU and PMA began contract renegotiation on
4 The following description is based on newspaper reports, the Cuningham Report online newsletter, and information

drawn from the PMA website.
S htt://www.pmanet.org/docs/index.cfmid_suhcat/35/id _ content/21425 88304
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May 1,2002, two months prior to the contract expiration on July 1,2002. The negotiations
deadlocked, and when the contract expired on July 1, it was renewed on a day to day basis as

negotiations continued. On September 1, 2002, the IL WU refused to sign the day to day contract
extension. As the paries failed to reach cofisensus on the contract, port productivity slowed. The
IL WU protested at the offices of

that the

Stevedoring Services of America's because of a belief

PMA had attempted to sabotage contract negotiation. The IL WU also began a "safety program"
that fuer reduced productivity. The PMA claimed that the IL WU was causing decreased

productivity by not sending enough experienced workers, having workers leave shifts early,

mysteriously losing paper work and even sabotaging equipment.6 After a one day shutdown,
PMA reopened the ports on September 29th. However, once again the PMA claimed a slowdown
on the par of IL WU workers, and shut down the port, ths time indefinitely.
2.2.3 Ending the Shutdown
Ships were already backing up in the harbor, and each day of

the shutdown more ships

arived. With negotiations stagnating, President Bush was under increasing pressure to invoke the

Taft-Harley Act. He created a Board of Inquiry on October 7th under the emergency provisions of
the Taft-Harley

Act. The Board ascertined that tensions were too high between the two groups

to continue negotiations, so they suspended negotiations for a cooling off period and forced the

ports to reopen. According to this Board the two main issues were the use of new technology and
resulting job displacement, and disagreements on the process of arbitration.

Although the workers worred that new technology would replace jobs, paricularly for

clerks, the PMA had offered to guarantee work and pay to workers curently holding marne clerk
jobs until they retire. The ILWU claimed that the PMA had outsourced many jobs and demanded

that all work "fuctionally equivalent to work now or previously performed by marne clerks
continue to be performed by IL WU members," (White House, 2002). This was in par to

recoup

jobs already lost and in par to balance those to be lost by future technology.
i

A second issue causing failed negotiations was the process of arbitration. Previously,
:lisputes were handled on the dock by an Area Arbitrator, either a union offcer or an industry

Jffcial. Appeals could be made to the Coast Arbitrator, a professional neutral. The IL WU
i 9-18 Wednesday Cunningham Quickie PMA WARNS UNION IT WILL NOT TOLERATE IL WU

:;LOWDOWNS AT SSA and 9-27 Friday Cunningham Quickie: 'LOCKOUT - PMA TO SHUT DOWN WEST
::OAST FOR ONE DA ¥'
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demanded that the Coast Arbitrator be taken from the same pool as the Area Arbitrator, but the

PMA insisted that ths position continue to be held by a neutral professionaL.

On October 8th, the President's Committee ordered the ports to reopen under a temporar

work order. On October 10th both paries agreed to make the temporary order permanent, with the
right to appeaL. Although the shutdown was over, negotiations continued and the conficts were

finally settled in the Pacific Coast Longshore and Clerks Agreement (PCL&CA) reached on

November 23, 2002 and then activated on Februar 1,2003. This agreement, set to expire in
2008, was the first six year contract in West Coast Longshore history.
Within this agreement, the technology framework provided for the adoption of time saving

technologies such as bar code and optical scanners, GPS systems, Internet solutions, remote hand-

held devices, and information sharing tools. The contract specified that as some work assignments
become discontinued or unecessar, all curently registered marine clerks will stil be assigned

full time work, and are guaranteed work assignments until retirement.

The process of arbitration was also resolved. Disputes would first be heard at the local
leveL. John Kagel, son of

the retired Sam Kagel who previously held the position, was

jointly

appointed by the IL WU and PMA to be the Coast Wide Arbitrator for further disputes. For the
future, it was decided that the Joint Coast

Labor Relations Committee would select an arbitrator

from the west coast. If the committee failed to agree, a 6 person panel, with members selected

from both the Union and the Employer would select the arbitrator. In addition to these provisions,
the contract also created improvements in pension benefits, maintenance of health benefits, wage

and skil increases and procedures to ensure worker safety.
Although the contract was renewed, dock productivity remained slow during the recovery

period. No long-term solution to the ongoing conflcts between the PMA and IL WU was reached.
Moreover, the shutdown fuer damaged relations between IL WU workers and managers.

2.3 Conclusions

Three main points have been made in this chapter with respect to understanding the

impacts of the port shutdown. First, the shutdown took place within an already stressed
transportation system. Trade volumes had been

increasing for several years, while no significant

additions of highway capacity occured. The Alameda Corridor opened in early 2002, but its
impacts were yet to be felt. In a heavily congested system, any reduction in port-related traffic
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would be expected to be replaced by latent demand. Also, bottlenecks at the ports, intermodal
terminals, and on the highway system would be expected to cause problems during the recovery

period.
Second, because international trade is such a large par of

the local economy (roughly 10

percent of all jobs are trade-related), we would expect major economic impacts that would impact
jobs beyond the ports. This suggests an overall decline in economic activity and therefore travel

demand withn the region.
Third, the shutdown was the culmination of a long and often bitter conflct between labor

and management. The conflct is not over, and poor relationships between labor and management
mitigate against cooperation. Labor-management relations might affect the post-shutdown
recovery .
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CHAPTER THREE: IMPACTS
This chapter describes our documentation of

the port shutdown's impacts on the

transportation system. We begin with a discussion of expected impacts. The second section

presents our quantitative results, and the third section sumarizes the results from our interviews.
3.1 Possible Responses to the Shutdown
We discuss possible responses on the par of

the ports and port customers, then on the

regional surface transportation system.

3.1 .1 Responses by Port Customers

Chapter Two described the process that led up to the October 2002 shutdown. Steamship

lines, shippers, retailers, manufactuers and wholesalers had several months waring that a west

I

coast work stoppage was a distinct possibilty with the IL WU contract expiration on July 1 and the
refusal of fuer extensions, on September 1. Given that there was some opportty to plan for a

possible shutdown, we must ask what responses were possible. Because the labor dispute covered
the entire west coast, alternative ports were restrcted to Mexico (Canadian port labor had agreed
to support US labor and not accept diverted shipments), to the south US via the Panama Canal, or
to the US east coast. These alternatives imply significant additional transit time and costs.

Diversion of an entire ship on the par of a steamship line would affect pickups and deliveries
across the. entire route. Hence we would expect minimal diversions to other ports. The more
likely option is early shipments to build key inventory in the event of a shutdown; however

obtaining inventory in advance also increases costs. Once the shutdown occured, it was likely

that many anticipated that the federal governent would act quickly to restore operations, and
minimize the consequences of the shutdown. Without any other alternatives in place, the
emergency alternative would be air freight.

Another aspect of the shutdown impacts is the recovery period. Whether or not port
customers prepared for an interrption in shipments, it was impossible to predict how long it

would take to recover from the resulting backlog. The backlog proved to be large and long
lasting, as congestion on the docks (due to the high number of containers) created a bottleneck that
slowed processing of both imports and exports. The large number of containers restrcted

movement on the terminal storage yards and made locating containers for pickup more difficult
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and time consuming. Thus we expect that port-related traffc was unstable for several months
following the shutdown.
3.1.2 Expected Impacts on the Surface Transportation System
For the short period of

the shutdown itself, we would expect a significant decline in port-

related traffic. First, drayage of containers between the ports and local rail and intermodal yards
stopped. Indeed, a widely circulated photo of the 1-710 shows the absence of container truck

traffic during the shutdown. Second, port-related activity (e.g. logistics companies, importexport

firms) was interrpted, so all port-related traffc should have declined. These impacts should be
most evid,ent in the area surounding the ports, and, on the main trck routes serving the ports and
these facilties, however, are heavily

intermodal facilities: the 1-710,1-110 and 1-60. All of

congested, and hence have significant latent demand. Ifport-related traffic is reduced, we would
expect other traffic to take its place, shifting from other routes, locations, or time periods.

, A second level of impact would come from the indirect effects of the port shutdown, as for
example in warehousing and manufactuing. Given the significance of international trade in the

local economy, any interruption could lead to reduced activity in many related businesses. This in

tur would result in an overall drop in travel demand. These impacts would be spread thoughout
the region.

To what extent should we expect to document significant changes in heavy duty truck

traffic, or in tota traffic volumes? Beyond the 1-710, with its very large share of port-related
traffic, it is not clear that any significant change should be expected. As noted previously, latent
demand should quiCkly fill any excess capacity. Also, port-related traffc is dispersed thoughout

the region. On any given highway segment, the share of port traffic must be quite small, so any

changes wil be difficult to detect.
Not only might the shutdown reduce total traffc on key facilities, but the reduction in

traffic could result in fewer collsions. Truck-involved collisions should have declined on the 1710, simply due to the reduced numbers of

trucks traveling on that facility. We have no

expectations for changes in collision rates on other facilities because of small share as noted

above.

Changes in traffc conditions may also affect passenger travel demand via changes in trip
timing, route, or mode. If

peak congestion declines, some travelers

will shift to more preferred

time periods, or more preferred routes. If auto travel time declines, the auto becomes more
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attractive relative to public transit. It bears noting, however, that the short duration of

the

shutdown, as well as the uncertainty with regard to when it would end, suggests that travelers had

little incentive to change modes. Far more likely are changes in route or trip timing. Previous
studies (e.g. Giuliano and Golob 1998, Giuliano 1988) have shown that travelers adapt their travel

behavior to short-term changes, but quickly revert to their previous behavior once original
conditions are restored.
3.2 Quantitative Results

We discuss our data and findings on goods movement diversions, then on transportation
system impacts.

Cargo Diversion (Tasks lc, 2b)
Diversion could have occured either to other ports, or to other time periods, or to other

3.2.1 Evidence of

modes. As discussed above, there are arguments both for and against diversions to other ports. In
order to examine the issue of diversion, we need data on imports/exports by port by week or

month for 2001 through 2003. We searched national data sources as well as US port websites, and
also contacted various ports, but were unsuccessful in obtaining monthly data. We obtained anual

data for the top 15 US ports for the past five years, but the data are not sufficient to draw any
conclusions regarding diversion. Durng the Fall

2004 peak, when increased volume resulted in

significant delays at the LA/B ports, the Marine Exchange of Southern California tracked the
number of ships that were diverted to other ports. Unfortnately similar tracking

was not done

during the 2002 shutdown. Our interview data suggest there was little or no diversion to other
ports; see Section 3.4 below.

3.2.1.1 Diversion to earlier time periods
We examine monthy data for the LA/B ports, 2000 though 2004, to explore possible

diversions to an earlier time period. Cargo activity at the ports is seasonal; the peak season occurs

in September and October when holiday merchandise is shipped. The low volume period is
January through ApriL. As noted earlier, because cargo volumes have increased each year, there is

no "base" from which to compare monthly patterns in 2002 to other years. Combined TEU
volumes by month for LAILB are shown in Figure 3.1. The monthly pattern for 2002 is quite

different from the other years, and the shutdown dip is quite evident. Higher volunies for May and
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the shutdown.

August compared to 2000 and 2001 suggest some early shipping in anticipation of

The relatively low volume in November is consistent with diffculties in recovering from the
the length of

shutdown. The increase in volume in December and Januar is indicative of

the

recovery period as reported by terminal operators and others. Trends in 2004 are also wort
rioting: the dip in September is the result of congestion on the docks, as the ports were unable to

ibsorb the higher volumes of cargo. The point here is that congestion on the docks reduces
the dip in October 2002 is due to congestion (too many containers).

:hroughput, hence some of

San Pedro Bay Ports Cargo Volumes (Thousand lEU)
Data Source: Ports of

Los Angeles and Long Beach offcial websites
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Figure 3.1:

Monthly Cargo Volumes, LA/B Ports

1.2.1.2 Diversion to air cargo

the fastest growing

The only possible short-term modal diversion is air. Air cargo is one of

egments of

the goods movement industry in the U.S. Shippers pay a substantial premium for air-

ervice relative to all-ground or water service, so they only utilize air for their most critical and

iighest value freight. Air shipments are inherently intermodal, as few shippers and receivers are

:irectly served by aircraft. A consequence of air cargo growth has been increased demands on
irports to accommodate ground access movements of

argo is associated with only a small portion of

trcks feeding into cargo.

flghts. But, air

tota trck movements in the region and in the
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country (Hall, 2002). Unlike some segments ofthe freight industry, much of

movements for air cargo

the ground

occur durng peak travel periods in the morning and evening.

In contrast to bulky containerized maritime cargo, air cargo typically consists of less bulky,

high-value, time-sensitive goods. However, in the case of a disruption in the movement of
maritime cargo such as a port shutdown, a shipper might choose to transport some maritime cargo
by air; especially when the high cost air transportation is outweighed by the potential

losses due to

delayed delivery of goods such as machinery pars or equipment that may temporarily halt
production lines. Hence a temporar escalation in air cargo volumes might be expected at LAX

and Ontario airports (and perhaps other major freight airports in the U.S.) in the period durng and
immediately following the west coast ports' shutdown.
As stated earlier, Southern California has two major cargo airports: Los Angeles

International Airport (LAX) and Ontaro. In 2004, LAX handled more than 2 milion tons of air
cargo (see Table 3.1). Estimates place the value of air cargo handled at LAX each year to be more

than $36 bilion (Los Angeles Metropolitan Transportation Authority, 2002). LAX is the third
largest cargo airport in the nation and presently handles approximately 79 percent of

the region's

air cargo (offcial website òfthe Los Angeles World Airports). Nearly 50 percent of

LAX air

cargo activity is international in origin or destination. Vegetables, frit and nuts are the leading
export commodities from LAX in terms oftonnage. Other major exports include clothing,

computer equipment, medical instruents, paper and pulp products, chemical products, iron and
steel products, electrodes and insulators, office machines, and aircraft products. Apparel is the

leading imported air cargo cOIIodity, followed by computer equipment, audio and video media,
fish, office machinery, textiles, footwear, vehicles other than railway, medical equipment and toys.

Ontaro has emerged as the other major air freight hub in the region, handling more than

593,000 tons of air cargo in 2004. United Parcel Service (UPS) is Ontaro's largest airfreight
carier, handling more than 70 percent of

the airport's cargo. Other major freight cariers that

serve Ontario include Airborne Express, Ameriflight, and DHL. Table 3.1 shows that cargo
volume increased substantially more at Ontaro than at LAX over the 4 year period.
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Table 3.1:

Air Freight Volumes in Tons (excluding air mail)

Year

LAX

Ontaro

2001

1,778,267

440,663

2002

1,869,932

520,398

2003

1,924;883

561,222

2004

2,017,541

593,178

Source: http://ww.lawa.org
In order to examine possible diversions to air cargo, we compared monthly volumes from
2001 through 2004 for both airports. Figures 3.2 and 3.3 ilustrate these trends for LAX and

Ontaro respectively. The spike in October 2002 for LAX is quite notable, while the pattern for

Ontaro is far less clear. There is a spike for October 2002, but there are also spikes for September

2003 and April 2004. With no consistency in pattern across years, we canot draw any
conclusions about shutdown-related increases in air 'cargo at Ontaro.

Figure 3 Air Cargo Volume (Thousand Tons), LA
Data Source: Off£ial Los Angeles Warki Irprt Website
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Figure 3.2: Monthy Air Cargo Volume, LAX

Source: compiled from data available at http://ww.lawa.org
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Source: compiled from data available at http://ww.lawa.org
We compared year over year volumes for each month, 2002 vs 200 i, an 2003 vs 2002 to
examine trends. Tables 3.2

and 3.3 show percent changes over the previous year for the two

airports respectively. The months

of

the port shutdown i.e. September and October 2002 are

highlighted for easy reference. At LAX, there was a big increase in cargo volume durng the

months of September, October and November 2002 as compared to 2001. Note that the

November increase would be expected, as the recovery from the shutdown tued out to be much
slower than anticipated. Volume growth was higher than the average monthly growth rate in 2002;

growt in these months for 2003 is slightly above the average for September, but much below the

average for October and November. We surise that at least some ofthe 2002 increase was due
to diversions related to the shutdown. Trends at Ontario, however, are less clear. While the
increase for September, October and November 2002 was greater than the monthly average for
that year, the August increase was even greater. All of

these months are substantially above the

annual average. Growth for October and November in 2003 is substantially below the average,

consistent with at least some diversion from the shutdown. We also compared the share of anual
cargo in each month across the same years for both airports. We draw the same conclusion: there
is substantial evidence of diversion to air in October and November 2002 for LAX, and limited
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evidence of diversion for Ontaro.

Table 3.2 Percent Change in Monthly Cargo Volume over Previous Year, LAX
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Table 3.2 Percent Change in Monthy Cargo Volume over Previous Year, Ontario
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3.2.2 Impacts on Freeway Traffc (task la)
Earlier in this chapter we stated that the reduction of

port-related activity durng the

shutdown should have resulted in reduced heavy duty truck (HDT) volumes. To the extent that
port-related economic activity was interrpted, reduced levels of overall traffc should be
observed. However, there is some question regarding the extent to which trade-related activity
was affected; our interview data presents a mixed picture (see section 3.4 below). Interrptions in

deliveries, efforts to locate cargo, and efforts to obtain critical products from other sources

generated more work for at least some pars of the supply chain. In addition, heavy congestion on
most freeways in Los Angeles County indicate substantial

latent demand, so any reduction in HDT

traffic could be expected to be quickly replaced with other traffic. Since we were unable to obtain
traffic volume data for major arerials, we canot explore the issue oflatent demand effects. We

bypothesizethat HDT traffic declined on freeways most affected by port-related traffic. These
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include 1-710,1-405,1-110,1-10, SR-60, and SR-91. We furher expect that impacts on traffic wil
decline with distance from the ports, as port-related traffc is commingled with the general traffic.
We have no prior expectations regarding total traffic volumes, as the net effect of the shutdown

could be either positive or negative.
It was noted earlier in this chapter that a picture of the 1-710 with no trcks taken in the
early days of

the shutdown became the popular symbol of

the shutdown. The picture suggested a

dramatic change in trck traffic that in the popular press seemed to suggest a large overall

reduction in truck traffic. Logically ths could not be the case; even if all 40,000 estimated truck
trips associated with the ports were removed from the regional highway system, these trps would
constitute a very tiny proportion of

all trck trps in the region.? As will be discussed in Section

3.4, our interviews indicated that truckers found other business, so we canot assume that the
40,000 or so trck trips were entirely or even largely removed from the Los Angeles countywde

system.

3.2.2.1 Caltrans comparisons
Shortly after the shutdown, Caltrans used traffic volume and vehicle classification data
from two of

its Weigh-in-Motion (WIM) stations to compare truck and total traffic in the week

before the shutdown, a week during the shutdown, and the week following the shutdown. Their
results are sumarzed in Table 3.3 and Figures 3.4 and 3.5 below. Table 3.3 gives average daily
volumes for total traffic and for trcks, for each of

the weeks indicated. The location of

the WIM

stations on 1-710 and 1-110 are quite close to the ports; the WIM station on SR-60 is in San

Bernardino County, far from the ports. Clearly the shutdown had no impact on SR-60 in San
Bernardino County. On 1-710 there was a discernable drop in total traffic, as well as a big decline
in truck traffic. Total traffc volume was relatively stable on the 1-110, where there was a rather

large drop in truck traffic.

7 SCAG's Heavy Duty Truck Model estimates 795,000 average daily trips or 25.5 milion Vehicle Miles Traveled
(VMT) in the region in 2002, which is approximately 6% of

the total daily VMT in the region in 2002 (SCAG, 2004).
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Table 3.3:

Total traffc and trck traffic volumes, before, during and after the shutdown
1-710 (north ofI-405)
Total
Trucks

efore (9/23-

'29)
uring (9/30-

)/6)

fter (10/10)/16)

1-110 (nort of

Total

SR-60 (south ofI-15)
Trucks
Total

Sepulveda)

Trucks

182,225

24,953

193,730

9,981

111,393

14,480

177,128

15,759

189,829

6,670

113,345

14,176

188.157

26,973

187,762

10,590

113,126

14,637

Source: Provided by Caltrans District 7

Figures 3.4 and 3.5 give truck volumes by type for the same locations on 1-710 and SR-60.IFor 1710, the drop in truck traffc is almost entirely accounted for by the drop in 5+ axle trcks, used
typically for container drayage. There is no change in the volumes of

trcks on SR-60, consistent

with the data in Table 3.3. These comparisons suggest that the impacts of

the shutdown were

highly concentrated around the ports, and were mainly due to reduced HDT trafc. It should be
noted, however, that these comparisons represent a possible upper bound of impacts. Comparing

the shutdown week with those immediately preceding and followig exaggerates differences.

Both weeks were likely busier than average. Shippers likely tred to pickup and deliver as much
cargo as possible (recall that lockouts were being threatened, ships were already accumulating in

the harbor) when a shutdown appeared imminent. After the shutdown, there was tremendous
pressure on truckers to get cargo out of the ports as quickly as possible.
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3.2.2.2 Average Daily Traffic comparsons, total traffic and HDTs

Our original intent was to compare the shutdown period to the same months in 2001 and

2003, and to 3 to 6 month averages in 2001, 2002, and 2003. We restricted the comparsons to
freeways in Los Angeles County most likely to have been impacted by the shutdown. Caltrans
District 7 provided data for all count locations for which both traffc volume and vehicle
classification data were available on the following: 1-5,1-10, SR-60, 1-110, 1-405, 1-710, and SR-

91. The data were drawn from both WIM stations and other stations equipped with sensor
configurations that generated classification data. A list of all data provided by Caltrans may be
the data, and found many instances of

found in Appendix A. We conducted extensive checks of

missing data. Missing data included: 1) no data for days or sequences of days, 2) missing data for
one or more lanes, 3) no data for one or more hours, 4) no classification data.

We considered many different options for time periods, and ultimately chose to use a three

month period, September/OctoberlNovember, for 2001,2002 and 2003 as the basis for comparng

comparsons using the 2002 thee month period. We

shutdown impacts. We also conducted daily

Figure 3.6

had sufficient data for seven different count locations; these are shown on the map of

and are listed in Table 3.4. Locations on 1-710,1-110 and SR-9l are closest to the ports. In some
cases there was missing data; we eliminated days without full volume counts from the total
volume comparisons, and eliminated days without HDT classification data (Caltrans vehicle
classes 6 - 14) from our HDT comparsons.

Table 3.4

Locations of daily total and HDT volume comparisons

1-5

Postmile
15.329

1-10

19.668

SR -60

10.6

SR-60
1-110

R22.2
R7.7
6.144

Nort of Sepulveda Blvd.

1-71 0

11.5

Nort of

Freeway

SR -91

Location description
North of
Indiana St.
Los Angeles city limits -- east
West of Peck Rd
East of Indiana St.
At Avalon Blvd.
Del Amo Blvd.

Number on map
1

2
3

4
6
5

7
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Location Maps of Traffc Volume Recording Stations
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Figure 3.6: Trafc Count Locations

Table 3.5 gives average weekday tota trafc volumes for the period of September,

October, and November 2002, durg the shutdown and not durng the shutdown. We conducted
difference of means tests to determine whether the average between these time periods is

statistically significant. The number of observations is given for each location. The maximum
number of

weekdays is 9 durng the shutdown and 53 not during the shutdown. Table 3.5 shows

that total traffic volumes were significantly lower than usual only for the 1-710. Table 3.6 gives
the same data for HDT volumes. HDT volumes on 1-110,1-710, and SR-91 are significantly lowèr

than usual, with the difference in the averages paricularly striking for 1-110 and 1-710. These

results suggest the following. First, total freeway traffic volumes within the County were
unaffected by the shutdown, either because of latent demand shifting from other routes, or because
the shutdown had little effect on overall economic activity. Second, lower HDT volumes near the

ports reflect the interrption of drayage movements durng the shutdown. Thrd, the significant
decline in total traffc volume on 1-710 is likely explained by the large reduction in HDT traffc.
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0.049
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1,220
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352
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0.953
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796
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3

244

7,662
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1-60 Indiana

3
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217,545
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1-60 Indiana
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0.000

13.205

53

724

8,181

No

Yes

9

1,223

4,333

Yes

9

6,733

198,419

1-110

0.849

0.191

53

15,712

199,439

No

1-110

0.000

4.217

41

7,152

24,804

No

Yes

9

3,486

14,430

Yes

9

5,908

191,165

1-710

0.009

2.721

38

8,242

199,110

No

1-710

0.000 I

7.455

25

240

4,380

No

Yes

33

3

28

3,330

Yes

3

1,234

101,672

SR-91

0.352

0.947

25

3.535

103,648

No

SR-91

We ilustrate the magnitude of the impact on 1-71 0 by comparing total volumes and HDT

volumes with 1-5, as shown in Figures 3.7 and 3.8 respectively. In both figures we give weekly
the days

averages (in volume per day) before and after the shutdown, and volumes for each of

durng the shutdown period. Again, we use only weekdays. It can be seen in Figure 3.7 that total
traffic volume durng the shutdown is lower on 1-710 than all but one other data point (average for
week 10). In contrast, 1-5 shows a general downward trend over the period, with several weekly

averages at or below volumes for days during the shutdown (weeks 6 - 13).
Total Traffc Volume (LA 5 at N. of Indiana St vs. LA 710 at North of Del Arno Blvd)
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Figure 3.7: Total weekly average daily traffic volume September, October, November 2002, daily
traffic volume during shutdown, 1-5 and 1-710
'Figure 3.8 gives the same data for HDT volumes. The impact on 1-710 is quite. dramatic,

while there is no apparent change on 1-5. Note also the large difference in the magnitude ofHDT
traffic. At about 7,000 HDT/day on 1-5, the HDT share is about 2.6% of

total volume. For 1-710,

the average HDT share is about 12.6%; during the shutdown it was about 7.5%. For the 1-110, the
average HDT share is about 4.1 %; during the shutdown it was about 2.2%.
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HOT Traffc Volume (LA 5 at N. of Indiana St V5. LA 710 at North of Del Amo Blvd)
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Figure 3 8: HDT weekly average daily traffc volume September, October, November 2002, daily
HDT traffc volume durng shutdown, 1-5 and 1-710
We also compared total daily and HDT daily traffic volumes for September, October and

November, 2001, 2002, and 2003. In ths case we calculated weekly averages for weekdays.
Figure 3.9 shows results for total traffic volumes for 1-5,1-110, and 1-710 respectively. On these

graphs weeks 4,5 and 6 include the shutdown days. We have used the same scale for each freeway
so that the magnitude of

variation from week to week is comparable. Figure 3.8 tells the same

story as Table 3.5; only 1-710 shows a dip in total volume durng the shutdown weeks.
Figure 3.10 shows the same results, but for HDT traffic. The dips for weeks 5 and 6 are
quite evident for 1-110 and 1-710 (more so for 1-710), while there is

no apparent pattern for 1-5.

Patterns for 1-10 and SR-60 are similar to 1-5 and are not shown. These comparsons are

consistent with those conducted only with 2002 data. The impact of the shutdown on freeway

traffic was highly concentrated around the ,ports and largely the result of the interrption of
drayage trips.
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Our final task in analyzing traffc volume impacts is to determine whether any peak

shifting occured. Had there been significant changes in overall traffic volume, we might have
expected some decline in off-peak trps with travelers shifting their trips into more preferred time

periods. We compared the share oftraffic in six different time periods: night (midnight to 6 AM,
AM peak (6 - 9 AM), Mid-day (9 AM - 3 PM), PM peak (3 - 6 PM), and evening (6 PM to
midnight). We compared shares of

traffic for the September-October-November time period in

2001,2002 (without shutdown), 2003, and during the shutdown. We examined both total traffic
and HDT traffc for each of

the 7 locations. None of

the differences were statistically significant.

We ilustrate with figures for 1-5 and 1-710, again with 1-5 an example ofa freeway that was

unaffected and 1-710 the most affected freeway. Figure 3.11 gives time period shares for total

traffic. We show the weekday daily average for 2001, the shutdown, and 2003. Figure 3.12 gives

the same information for HDT. There is no apparent pattern in the year to year changes, either for
total traffc or HDT. This is expected for 1-5; there was no change in traffic volume, hence we
would not expect shifting across time of day. What about 1-71 O? The total volume didn't change

very much, and trck traffic is likely more constrained with respect to schedule than passenger
traffic. Finally, the difference in distribution ofHDT traffic between the two freeways bears
noting. HDT traffic on 1-710 is relatively more concentrated in the mid-day and less concentrated

in the evening, compared to 1-5. Port-related traffic is highly concentrated in daytime hours,

consistent with curent terminal gate operating practices.
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3.2.3 Impacts on Freeway Accidents (task la)

We use the Statewide Integrated Traffic Records System (SW1TRS) data on freeway

incidents in Los Angeles County reported by the California State Highway Patrol (CHP) for our

analysis. The SWITRS dataet is quite extensive and provides driver, vehicle, and collision
details. We consider six months to be a long enough time window to identify trends for our

analysis. We study the data for periods June through December in 2001, 2002, and 2003. Records
for all accidents durng these time periods were provided to us by the CHP. We selected the

freeways in Los Angeles County that would most likely be affected by port-related trck traffc: 15,1-10, SR-60, SR-91, 1-110,1-405, and 1-710. We used information on accident location, number

vehicles involved, and accident severity in our analysis. We hypothesize that the

and type of

slight reduction in trck trafc observed on some freeways durng the shutdown would contribute
to fewer accidents due to both reduced congestion and fewer trucks on the road.

We considered many different comparsons. Restricting comparisons across shorter time
periods would control for seasonality, but would provide fewer observations. Similarly, we
considered daily, weekly or monthly accident rates. Because of

of

the relative infrequency

accidents on a daily basis, using daily data would result in many days with no accidents. If we

used monthly rates, the shutdown period is obscured. We therefore decided to use weekly rates,

separating weekdays and weekend days. The SWITRS data provides accident location in terms of
post-mile, nearest entry/exit, and freeway. We therefore considered whether to use all the data for
Los Angeles County, or a subset in the vicinity of

subset was though city location. We conducted comparisons both for all of

the ports. The easiest way for us to define a

Los Angeles County,

and for Carson and Long Beach separately. Ideally one would like to examine accidents on an
exposure basis, e.g. as a rate per vehicle miles traveled. However, we did not have access to

sufficient traffic volume data to estimate VMT for each freeway. A second-best alternative would
be to control for lane-miles; we had access to route-mile information, but not lane-miles. For our

purposes, as long as we restrict comparsons to the same freeway, we are in effect controllng for
~xposure. Finally we estimated some regression models, with accidents per unit of

time a function

)f freeway location, day of week, etc, and whether or not the time period was durng the
,hutdown.
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3.2.3.1 Accident comparisons, six month periods, all LA County freeways
We calculated the average number of total accidents and trck accidents per week and the

standard deviation, for weekdays and for weekends, for each 6 month period, 2001, 2002, and
2003. We removed the port shutdown weeks, and calculated a separate average for these weeks.

Table 3.7 gives mean and standard deviation for total weekday accidents by freeway (as average

number of accidents/week). We stadardized by route-miles, and express the rate as average
number of accidents per 1,000 route-miles. This is a rough proxy for lane-miles. The table shows
that 1) accide.nt rates are relatively stable from year to year, and 2) the standard deviations are
about 25% of

the mean value. Averages for the shutdown weeks are shown in the last row. None

of these are statistically different from the non-shutdown averages (the results of means tests not
the three years are darkly shaded; higher averages

shown). Averages that are lower than any of

are lightly shaded.

Table 3.7
Accident rate per 1,000 route-miles, per week, by freeways, July though
December, compared to port shutdown period, all LA County
1-10

1-5

SR-60

SR-91

I-I 10

1-405

1-710

2001 a

Average

874

Std dvn

419
77

2002
Average

430

Std dvn
2003 a

108

Average

474

Std dvn

86

791

514

193

737
196

171

131

678

567

674

168

177

167

777
196

505
127

774

756

861
192

484

175

709
215

690

580

730

789
149

643

849
216
874
174

155

192

128

Shutdownc

a N = 27 weeks
b

N = 24 weeks

C N = 3 weeks

Table 3.8 gives the same information for truck accidents. These are accidents that were

recorded as having at least one "large truck" involved. Comparing the two tables, 1-710 and SR60 stand out as having a larger proportion of accidents involving large trucks, as expected. 1-110
has a relatively lower rate of

deviations are somewhat higher- around half

truck-involved accidents. For trck accidents, the standard

the mean value for SR-91 in 2001 and 2002. This
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table also shows that 1) truck accident rates are relatively stable from year to year, 2) none ofthe
averages are significantly different from one another, 3) 2002 excluding the shutdown does not

have lower averages across all freeways. Averages for the shutdown weeks are given in the last
row. IÌi four of

seven cases, the shutdown average is below that of

the six month averages,

any of

and in one case the shutdown average is as low as the lowest average. There are no cases where

the shutdown average is higher. Table 3.8 suggests a slight reduction in trck-involved accidents,
but the averages are well within the expected range of variation.

Table 3.8
LA County truck accident rate, per 1,000 route-miles, per week, by freeways, July
through December, compared to port shutdown period
1-710
1-5
1-405
1-10
SR-60
1-110
SR-91
2001 a

Avera e

105

127

Std dvn

35

39
123

Std dvn

109
37

2003a
Average

118

2002
Average

Std dvn
Shutdownc

aN = 27 weeks
b N = 24 weeks

29
105

61

77
35

100
33

178
50

56

172
63

90
57

54
27

84
33

162
72

114
38

195
63

99
44

79
37

101

160
62

60

100

215
74

110

35

C N = 3 weeks

3.2.3.2 Accident comparisons, 6 month periods, Carson and Long Beach.
In order to furter explore possible impacts of the port shutdown, we examined accidents
that occured on freeways closest to the ports. Our reasoning was that any shutdown impacts

would be more heavily concentrated in the area near the ports, consistent with what was observed
with traffic volumes. We selected portions of SR -91, 1-110 and 1-405 within the city of Carson,
and portions ofSR-91, 1-405, and 1-710 in the city of

Long Beach. Again, we examined both total

accidents and truck-involved accidents. Data for Carson is given in Table 3.9. The first three
columns give averages for total accidents; the remaining three columns give averages for truck

accidents. In this case we do not control for route-miles, and accidents are expressed as average
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number of accidents per week. As we focus on smaller areas and hence smaller numbers of

accidents, the randomness of accidents becomes more apparent: in several cases the magnitude of
the standard deviation is larger than the average value. Accordingly the 6 month averages are in
many cases quite different from one another. Again we have used shading to indicate shutdown
period averages that are lower or higher than any of the 6 month non-shutdown averages. In one

extreme case (truck accidents on SR-91) there were no accidents during the shutdown. In contrast,
these differences are statistically

there were more total accidents on the 1-405. Again, none of

significant.

Table 3.9 Carson Total and trck accident rate per week, July though December, compared

to port shutdown period,
All accidents

SR-9l

1-110

Truck accidents
. 1-405

SR-91

1-110

1-405

2001 a

Average
Std dvn

1.56
1.83

2002
Average

1.71

Std dvn

1.40

2003a
Average

2.26

Std dvn

1.77

2.85

0.22
0.42

0.33
0.55

0.74
0.90

0.58
1.47

5.50
3.45

0.16
0.34

0.04
0.20

0.46
0.66

0.78
0.80

6.93
3.53

0.22

0.04
0.19

0.67
0.73

0.33

0.67

1.07

5.41

0.96

0.51

Shutdownc

aN = 27 weeks
b N = 24 weeks

1.67

C N = 3 weeks

The same data is presented in Table 3.10 for freeways in Long Beach. The averages in this
case are more consistent. Once again the 1-710 stands out for its large proportion oftruck
accidents. As in the other tables, none of the differences in averages within each freeway is

statistically significant. In Long Beach, SR-91 is again the extreme example, with no truck

accidents durng the shutdown period. In contrast, both total accidents and trck accidents are
higher during the shutdown for 1-710. We examined the data, and found that the first

shutdown period was particularly bad for the Long Beach segment of

week of

the

the 1-710, with 22 total
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accidents, 10 of

the shutdown period

them involving trcks. The first (calendar) week of

coincides with the first lockout ofIL WU by the PMSA (see Chapter 2). This is the time period
when there was a rush to get as much cargo in and out of the ports as possible. It is tempting to
speculate that the pressures of those few days contributed to the higher than usual number of

accidents, but if ths were the case, we should see the same pattern on other nearby freeways.

Table 3.10 Long Beach Total and truck accident rate per week, July though December,
compared to port shutdown period

All accidents

SR-9l

Truck accidents

1-405

1-710

SR-91

1-405

1-710

2001 a

Average
Std dvn

12.11
6.11

1.44
1.40

1.48
1.34

4.47
2.22

9.16
5.16

12.00

1.08
1.21

0.96
0.91

4.75
2.51

10.75

10.71

4.38

4.58

1.33
1.21

1.07
0.92

2.62

5.46
2.81

11.61

4.96
2.51
6.11
2.71

5.95

2002
A vera e

Std dvn

4.54

2003a

Avera e
Std dvn

3.41

Shutdownc

aN = 27 weeks
b N = 24 weeks

9.33

.'

1.00

C N = 3 weeks

We conducted similar comparsons for weekend accidents and found simlar results. There
were no statistically significant differences in accident rates on the weekends of the shutdown

period, compared to 6 month averages. As noted earlier, we also estimated regressions to test the
same hypotheses; our results again indicated no significant differences during the shutdown
period.
3.2.4 Impacts on Transit Ridership (task Ib)
Following the lockout many claims were made that there was a resulting decrease in

regional traffic. One possible result of this potential reduction in traffic would be a decrease in

public transit ridership, either because jobs were interrpted" or because reduced congestion
ittacted some commuters back into cars. We do not expect modal diversion from transit to car,
because neither the local bus system nor the Blue Line (the most likely rail

line to be affected)
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provide a travel time advantage even under heavy congestion. This section discusses our tests of
the hypothesis that a shutdown related reduction in traffic decreased transit ridership.

3.2.4.1 Data
In order to examine possible changes in transit ridership, we need sufficiently
impact is the 1-

disaggregated data, e.g. weekday trps on specific routes. The most likely area of

primarly

710 corrdor, which includes the Blue Line as well as several bus routes. This area is

served by the LACMTA (there is express bus service on 1,.110 operated by LADOT, Torrance
8
Transit, and Gardena Bus Lines), but LACMT A does not maintain route level bus ridership data.

All that we could obtain were monthly weekday, Satuday and Sunday averages for all bus
service. However, we did obtain weekday, Satuday and Sunday averages for the Blue Line from

its inception in 1991. We also need appropriate periods of comparson, for example weekday

averages for September, October, and November in 2001,2002 and 2003. Unfortately there
likely

was a work stoppage durng these time Windows durng 2000 and 2003, and 9/11 in 2001

affected transit ridership, so there is no stable period from which to compare the shutdown period.
Another possibility was to look specifically at the ten days of

the shutdown, and compare them to

appropriate averages, as we did with the traffic volume data. Lacking daily data, this was not
possible. We are therefore limited to descriptive month to month comparsons.

3.2.4.2 Results
We begin with

a discussion of

the Blue Line data. Figure 3.13 gives average weekday

boardings by month, June through December, 1999 through 2003. There is both a generally

upward trend in ridership, as well as a trend of less month to month variation occurrng within
each year. With the exception of October 1999, there is a pattern of relatively lower ridership in
the last three months of each year. For 2002 average ridership is the lowest of

the months shown;

this is not the case for 2001 or 2003. This is only weak evidence of an effect, given the lack of
comparability across years.

8 Federal reporting requirements are fulfilled via sampling and periodic on-board surveys. There is no regular
recording of route level passenger trips.
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MTA Blue Line Average Weekday Boardings
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Figure 3.13: Blue Line Weekday Average Boardings by Month

We further compared the September to October change for 2002 with that of other years.

Changes range from 7% in 1999 to -8% in 2002. This decrease of 8% is the third largest decrease
in month to month ridership change per year, with one tie. Also, the average

month to month

November.

change for 2002 was 1 %, and in no other year is the October average less than that of

Taken together this evidence suggests that Blue Line ridership declined during the shutdown,
though we canot draw any statistically valid conclusions. Note paricularly that the 2003 October

and November averages are based on adjusted data (due to the work stoppage).

Turing to ridership on the bus system, we have no rèason to expect that whatever impacts

the shutdown had would be suffciently strong to affect the entire bus system. We show weekday
average boardings by month for the MTA bus system in Figure 3.14. In this case data for the

work stoppage in October and November 2003 is missing. It can readily be seen that there are no
consistent month to month trends, nor is there any indication of reduced ridership during the

5hutdown period. It is not surprising that our bus ridership numbers don't appear to be

5ignificantly impacted by the shutdown. Data on specific corridors would have been beneficial in
.solating the area where change would be most likely to.occur. However, even if

we could have

~xamined line by line changes, it. is stil unikely that we would have observed a significant shift in
idership. Our trafc volume analysis showed little impact of

the shutdown on traffc conditions.
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transit riders do not have access to a car and hence would be unable to

Also, a large portion of

change mode even if they wished to do so.

MTA Bus Systm Average Daily Boardings
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Figure 3.14: MTA Bus Average Weekday Boardings, by Month

3.3 Qualitative Analysis (task 2a)

In order to develop a qualitative assessment of how businesses responded to the shutdown

we conducted a series of interviews with industry representatives. Seeking the perspectives of
industry representatives provided information about business practices, challenges faced during
and afer the shutdown, preparations made and any resulting business changes. There were two

main puroses for our interviews: first, to develop some understanding of the overall impacts of
the shutdown, and second, to support the quantitative analysis.

In the first section of this chapter we discussed the reasons why businesses mayor may not
have been motivated to prepare for the shutdown, either by shipping goods earlier than usual, or
aranging for goods via other ports. With regard to the recovery period, we would expect all

stakeholders to be highly motivated to get back to "business as usual" as quickly as possible. We
might expect stakeholders to cooperate to minimize cargo delays, but such cooperation would
depend upon the natue and strength of existing institutional relationships.
3.3.1 Interviewee Selection

Beginning with a list of contacts from the Center for International Trade and
Transportation

(CITT), we selected individuals from a series of key industries, including trcking
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companies, railroads, importer/exporters, shippers, port operators/managers, US Customs,

manufacturers and retailers. The Center for International Trade and Transporttion is an economic
collaborative partership ru through the University College and Extension Services at California
State University, Long Beach.9 The PI of

the CITT Policy Committee,

this project is a member of

and therefore was able to identify appropriate representative individuals. From this list we

contacted individuals with seniority as they would best be able to speak for the organization, or
would have the authority to delegate the interview to an informed staff

the contacts

member. Of

reached most were willing to paricipate. Some offered additional contacts, or contacts to take
their place if

they were unable to paricipate. Thus, while our contacts began with CITT, they

expanded beyond this network. In addition to industr representatives, we also interviewed

representatives of relevant governent agencies. A list of the tyes of organizations for which
interviews were conducted is given in Table 3.11, together with the number of contacts made in
each category and the number of interviews conducted.
Table 3.11

List of Organzations
Number Contacted

Number Interviewed

Freight forwardet/3PL

3

3

Outreach agency

3

Organzation Type

Ports

7

2
2

Private industr

6

3

Public agency
Railroad

3

3

. 3

1

1

1

7

3

1

1

Steamship line

Terminal operator
Trucking
Warehousing
Total

0
19

1
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3.3.1.1 Scheduling Process and Contact Availability
A letter explaining the purpose and format ofthe researchproject was sent to selected

contacts. The scheduling process then began by contacting interviewees over the phone. If the
person did not respond, two or thee additional contacts were attempted. Where possible, contacts

were also made via e-maiL. Some contacts felt they did not have the information we wanted, and
\

referred us to others or declined to paricipate. In order to elicit as much information as possible

9 For more information on CITr, please see their home page at htt://www.uces.csulb.edu/CITr/default.aspx
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from respondents, we assured confidentiality, and hence do not list the names or organizations of
those interviewed in this report.

Our interview format evolved thoughout the project. Our original approach was to jointly
. conduct in person interviews with two or more METRANS research staff. Because of the
difficulty of coordinating contact and researcher schedules most interviews were conducted by

phone. Phone interviews were more convenient for respondents, as it gave them greater flexibility
to respond durng peak season.

Interviews were conducted between October and December 2004. The shortest interview
was 15 minutes, 'and the longest was one hour. Most interviews were 25-30 minutes. In most

cases, interviews were conducted by two or more research staf. However, as interview staff
became more familiar with the process and adept at noting responses, some of the later interviews
were conducted by one researcher.
3.3 .1.2 Interview Process
We conducted open-ended interviews, using a questionnaire that included common

questions for all respondents, as well as questions specific to the given industry or organization.

Although the interviews were tailored for each industry, we found those specifics to be less

important than the general format which looked at the shutdown from a consistent time

perspective. We asked representatives about preparations made prior to the shutdown, what they
observed during that period, how they handled the recovery and about any lessons leared. As the

interviews progressed, we found that detailed questions about business operations were secondar .

to general questions following our pre, present and post approach. The general structue of

discussing before/durng/after the shutdown allowed more flexibility in interviewing, and
responses to broad questions tended to elicit more details. With limited exceptions, interviews

were not recorded. Interviewers took notes and then transcribed them. The interview sumaries
were given to each respondent for review to make sure our records of the interviews were
accurate.
3.3.2 Sumar ofInterview Responses
We sumarize the results of our interviews in terms of

the thee main questions: what was

done before the shutdown, what happened during the shutdown, and what happened after.
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3.3.2.1 Did you do anytn~ to prepare for the shutdown?
Respondents disagreed on whether it was possible to prepare in advance. Some identified
importers who aranged for earlier shipments. Most considered diversions to other routes
infeasible because of added costs and the schedule rigidity of shipping lines, and considered air

cargo as an emergency option only when loss of product would generate severe consequences for

the organization. One terminal operator and the ports noted that they had no jurisdiction; shippers

and their customers make such decisions. Surrisingly, a steamship line representative stated that
they did not expect the shutdown, so did not prepare. Only the railroad representative described
specific actions taken in advance, such as determining where trains could be parked and separating
domestic and foreign cargo in order to minimize disruptions to domestic cargo.

3.3.2.2 What happened durng the shutdown?
Trucking and logistics representatives reported that there was enough business from other
sources to maintain activity. However, railroads and shippers reported serious problems. Because
the railroads could not pick up from or deliver to the ports, full trains had nowhere to go. This

caused a domino effect on the rest of the rail system, since rail cars could not be freed up for other
shipments. Shippers reported "chaos"; as the shutdown continued, some steamship lines exercised

their option to reroute cargo, and shippers were urable to track where the cargo went. Several

respondents reported diversions to the east coast and to ai cargo.

Less traffic durng the first few days on key trck routes was observed by Caltrans
representatives, but this quickly changed as latent demand filled up the new capacity. The
trcking representatives complained of parking tickets and towing fees from trucks parked on the

street, while local agencies noted the disappearance of trcks on arerials and trucks parked on
local streets. It was also observed that local communities enjoyed the reduction in truck traffc;
the absence of truck traffic was an ilustration of how much such traffc is generated by the ports.
3.3.2.3 What happened afer the shutdown, short-term?
The major short-term impacts identified were delays, congestion, and disorganization.
rhere were delays in locating cargo, picking up cargo, and making deliveries to customers. These
ielays resulted in financial

losses for trckers (who are paid on a per trip basis and are fined for

ate pickups), for manufactuers and retailers, and for shippers. Delays occurred despite 24/7
)peration of

the terfinals, meanng that ships were serviced 24/7. However, there was no change

n terminal gate hours, so cargo simply accumulated on the docks. This led to serious congestion
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on the docks; as containers piled up, container stacks got larger, so each container move took

longer. As more surface area was filled with containers, there was less room for vehicles to
service the docks.

the shutdown as "chaos". The

Many respondents described the immediate aftermath of

terminals were overwhelmed; there was no plan for recovery. Containers were lost, and the ports
trcks miles long. Steamship lines insisted on unoading cargo as quickly as

reported queues of

possible, and in fact began charging demurage fees to speed up tuover. Since the steamship
lines are the terminal operator's customer, they focused on servicing the ships, exacerbating the

congestion problem on the docks. There was no plan as to how to get cargo on and off the docks;
this in tu affected trckers and the railroads, and generated delays thoughout the supply chain.

Estimates of recovery time differed. A port representative said operations were back to
normal within 3 weeks, a terminal operator said 2 - 3 months, truckers, railroads, and shippers
losses from the delays in shipments.

said 5 - 6 months. The latter group also reported financial

Underlying the description of

the immediate post-shutdown period is a general sense of

lack of cooperation among stakeholders in the supply chain. There was no effort, for example, to
extend terminal gate hours so that truckers could pickup and deliver more cargo.

temporarily

Rather, late fees were imposed on truckers when containel's were not picked up within the delivery

window. Steamship companies insisted on getting ships out as soon as possible, apparently

without regard for the consequences on the dock. One trcking representative stated that she had
urged stakeholders to develop a plan for the recovery, but there was no interest in doing so.

3.3.2.4 What were the long term impacts of

the shutdown?

There was general agreement that the shutdown did lead to long-term diversion of some
shipments to the east coast and gulf coast (estimates were 10 - 11 % of trade volume). This was

not viewed as much of a problem for three reasons: 1) the large regional market of Southern

California and the southwest is a powerful draw, so there is a limit to how much cargo can be
diverted; 2) all of

the west coast ports are at or near capacity; and 3) the LA/LB ports canöt

handle much more volume in any case.
Most respondents answered the question from their own perspective. A trucking
drayage truckers and

representative stated that the shutdown simply added to the problems of

accelerated the exit of

many trckers out of

the industry. Truckers have become more

paricular

about who they will do business with. A steamship line representative said that the shutdown
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assured a

demonstrated the need for more dock labor. The PMSA noted that a six year contract

longer period without risk of another shutdown.
Taking a broader perspective, public agency representatives stated that the shutdown raised

the visibility of the ports and contrbuted to the increased legislative attention that followed. One
suggested that the shutdown probably hastened changes such as extended gate hours and brought
more attention to the trcking industry. Finally, one respondent suggested that there would be

impacts on shipping and inventory practices to reduce risks associated with cargo shipment

interrptions.
3.3.2.5 What would you do differently?

hindsight.

Respondents were asked what they would do differently, given the advantage of

Many respondents took the same position as with the first question; either options for responding

are few and costly, or other entities within the supply chain make the key decisions - steamship

lines and longshore labor. Two respondents advocated advance planing; having a contingency
plan in place before service interrptions, and having a plan for recovery in place. Contingency

options included building in more time for critical shipments, increasing port capacity and

productivity, and synchronizing surace transport schedules with ocean shipping schedules. One
public agency representative identified the need for a system-level response, with all pars of

the

supply chain prepared.
interview results
There are three conclusions to be drawn from our interviews. First, interview responses

3.3.3 Conclusions and discussion of

are consistent with our findings on traffic impacts. The anecdotal evidence surrounding the
shutdown suggests that with port operations suspended, whatever capacity that was made available
simply filled up with other vehicles. Our interview results point to some reasons why the impacts
~n freeway traffic were smalL. While drayage between the ports and intermodal facilities stopped,

trcking companies shortly found other business to replace it. Although port operations stopped,
)ne warehouse operator reported that his distrbution plant was operating at maximum capacity

Joth durng and after the shutdown. Others reported that distribution slowed durng shutdown, but
lid not stop completely. Because other components of

the supply chain were stil operating, there

Nould stil be trcks and employees on the road.

In addition, the shutdown itself generated additional work for shippers and logistics
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companies. The staff we spoke with reported longer working days during the shutdown. Therefore
while a shutdown may have eliminated a need to commute to the port for some workers, we could

assume that those in professional or managerial jobs were stil working and thus commuting to
work. The shutdown did not temporarly eliminate many of

the region, and hence had little impact on the overall

the international trade-related

jobs in

level of transportation demand.

Second, the limited advanced preparation reported is understandable. Respondents

described a remarkably rigid system due both to the complexity of the supply chain and the lack of

cooperation across the supply chain. Steamship lines have fixed schedules with sequenced calls to
different ports. Rail

lines have fixed routes and schedules that integrate shipments across the US.

Longshore labor works according to specified work rules, and any diversion from those rules

requires a negotiation. Retailers, distrbutors, and wholesalers have a carefully planed just-intime system to minimize dwell time of inventory. These schedules and systems seem to have

developed independently from one another. The supply chain "works" under normal conditions,
but is incapable of responding to sudden changes. Hence it seems reasonable that options for
advanced preparation were limited. Early shipments were limited by port and ship capacity;
diversions to air and to other ports were limited by costs..

Third, lack of cooperation across the supply chain explains the delays, congestion, and
disorganzation that

characterized the recovery period. We found that interviewees took

responsibility for their role in port operations, but did not perceive themselves as connected to the
supply chain. While some industries did describe plans to prepare for the recovery, their

preparations did not extend beyond the boundares of their link in the supply chain. For instace,
the railroads described a system of emptying their cars to prepare them to be loaded, but did not

find they had a role in faciltating the loading process. As noted earlier, steamship lines insisted
on getting ships unloaded, and so contributed to the congestion problems on the docks. No
attempt was made to extend terminal gate hours, despite the need to get cargo flowing again as

quickly as possible. Paries interviewed were quick to blame other segments of the supply chain

for their diffculties.
A complicated port governance system exacerbated the problem. Although one might have

thought that port management would take a leadership role in the crisis, this was not the case. Both
the Port of Long Beach and the Port of Los Angeles are land lease ports, and port managers

emphasized their limited role. The ports collect rent, but leave the i 3 terminal operators free to set
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their own operating practices. One port representative we spoke with viewed their responsibility

to be limited to managing traffic flow in and around the port and maintaining safety. Any
preparations or plans to facilitate operations were viewed as the responsibility of the terminal
operators and other paries to the negotiations.

Our interviews indicate that there is no lead organzation in the supply chain. Nor was
there any consensus among the key players as to'how to best respond to the shutdown. In the

absence of consensus, those with economic power influenced outcomes. In our view, the
steamship lines and longshore labor appeared to be most influentiaL. Terminal operators gave

priority to the ships. When asked why gate hours were not temporarily extended, one terminal
10
operator cited costs, as the IL WU contract required extra pay for evening or night shifts.

Truckers, cargo consumers (retailers, etc.), and the railroads were faced with reacting to the
constraints imposed. Hence the financial

losses fell most heavily in these sectors.

Perhaps one of the most significant opportties of a natual experiment such as the. port
shutdown is the chance to test the response to a crisis situation such as this. We found from our
interviews that both the shutdown and recovery periods were chaotic. The

recovery took much

longer than it might have had all paries worked together. The shutdown worsened already poor
labor - management relations. At the same time, the shutdown raised the visibility of port
operations and their importce both locally and nationally. It may have contributed to the

wilingness of state legislators to force change through legislation, as for example with AB 2650
(requiring an appointment system or extended ~ate hours to reduce trck emissions due to

queuing) and the more recent legislative theat to impose extended gate hours that has resulted in
the PierPass program. i i

10 The negotiations for implementation of

the PierPass program focused primarily on the extra costs of evening and
iight shifts and how terminal operators would be compensated for these costs.

i PierPass charges a $40 per TEU (20-foot equivalent unit) or $80 for all larger than a 20-foot unit loaded containers

irriving or leaving the port durig "peak hours," defined as 3 AM - 6 PM weekdays. The fee is to be redistributed
)ack to terminal operators to offset the added costs of operating evening and weekend gates.
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CHAPTER FOUR: CONCLUSIONS AND POLICY IMPLICATIONS
The 2002 west coast port shutdown was the culmination of a contract dispute between

longshore labor and the PMA. The shutdown occured in October - durng the peak season for
imports. Given the critical importce of

the US,

west coast trade to both California and the rest of

the shutdown had the potential for significant economic losses. In Southern California, portrelated

trade is estimated to account for over half

a milion

jobs, about 9% of

the region's total

jobs. An interrption in port activity could therefore have significant regional economic impacts.

It could also have significant transporttion impacts, if the level of economic activity in the region

were significantly affected.
4.1 Summary of Findings
Our examination of

the port shutdown indicates that transportation impacts were highly

concentrated around the ports and were largely due to reduced HDT traffc related to local drayage
activity. We documented large reductions in HDT traffic on 1-710 and 1-110 near the ports, and
smaller reductions in HDT on SR-60 and SR-9l. Only 1-710 had a significant reduction in total

traffic volume. The absence of any significant impacts beyond the South Bay area are explained
by 1 )

the small share that port-related activity represents in the traffc stream beyond the port area,

2) anecdotal evidence that the trcking industr was able to pick up other business, 3) anecdotal

evidence that warehouses and distrbutors maintained operations, 4) the added activity generated
by the shutdown (tracking cargo, searching for other sources of critical products, etc.). We
observed no evidence of

peak shifting; ths is consistent with stable traffc volumes. We also

observed no statistically significant reduction in traffic accidents, though HDT accidents were
somewhat lower for 1-710 and SR-91. The shutdown was a very short period of

time, and

accidents are highly random events. Finally we observed no changes in transit ridership that could

be attributed to the shutdown. Absent a large change in traffc conditions, we would not expect
any impact on transit ridership.

The port shutdown was not an entirely unexpected event. TheIL WU contract negotiations

began in May 2002. The contract expired in July 2002, and the two sides were stil far from
agreement. The contract was renewed ona day to day basis until September when the IL WU

refused to accept any further extensions. Given the distinct possibility of a strike or shutdown, we
examined whether stakeholders prepared ahead of

time for such a possibility. We examined port
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and air cargo data, and found some evidence of advance shipments in sumer of 2002, and a large
increase in air cargo in October. We surise that air cargo became the only alternative for critical

shipments once the shutdown occured. Our interviews revealed very little advance preparation.
Consumers of import products cited the high added costs of shipping early and holding inventory,

or using alternative destinations. Steamship companies, shippers, and others noted the complexity
and rigidity of schedules. Only the railroads made some advance preparations. Others claimed

there was nothing they could do; yet others stated that they never expected a shutdown. No-one
had a plan for after the shutdown.

The recovery period was described by interviewees as "chaotic." There appeared to be no

cooperation across the supply chain, and no leadership to promote cooperation. Instead, each
stakeholder acted in self-interest. In our view, the apparent lack of cooperation lengthened the

shutdown. For example, steamship companies insisted on ships being serviced as quickly as
possible; this in tu seems to have added to the congestion on the docks, makng it more diffcult

to get cargo on and off the docks.

Although our interviews were intended to support the tranportation analysis, we have
found them to be a valuable par of

this project in their own right. Information from the interviews

does indeed support our findings on transportation system impacts, but also offers interesting

insights on the workings of the international trade supply chain.
4.2 Policy Implications
We conclude with a few policy implications of

the study. First, the port shutdown canot

be used to draw conclusions about the impacts of port-related trade on the Los Angeles Region.

Although the shutdown interrpted the movement of cargo to and from the ports, it did not result
in a significant reduction in port-related activity. Warehouse and distrbution centers still
)perated, truckers found other work, and shippers had to work even harder to track cargo, look for

:itemative suppliers, etc. Similarly, we canot use the port shutdown period to draw conclusions

)n how the transporttion system would perform if port-related trps were reduced. The port
;hutdown was a period of great uncertinty; no-one knew when it would end. Behavioral
'esponses to exceptional conditions are not the same as those to normal conditions.

Second, the most significant impacts of the port shutdown were not on the transportation

,ystem, but rather on the ports as symbols of international trade and its impacts. The armada of

hips in the harbor conveyed a powerfl message to the public on the magnitude of trade at the
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LAILB ports, and according to some observers raised the public visibility of port operations.

Public visibility has been more negative than positive. The lengthy recovery period imposed costs

on wholesalers and retailers, also bringing more visibility to port operations. Long lines of trucks
queuing at terminal gates gained public attention as welL. It therefore seems plausible that the

shutdown may have accelerated the wilingness of legislators to force changes at the ports through

legislation.
As we reflect on the events of the port shutdown, we find parallels with more recent

problems, such as the congestion problems of September 2004, efforts to reduce diesel emissions,
and the implementation of

the PierPass program, which implements extended gate hours.

Constraints and rigidities within the supply chain, diffcult labor-management relations, and lack
of an institutional strctue to promote cooperation or leadership help us to understand why it has

been so diffcult to accomplish changes in port operations, and hence mitigate port-related
congestion and air quality problems..
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10/10/01-12/31/01
09/6/01-09/30/01
10/1/01-12/31/01

214f01

lanes from 3pm-midnight on

. tx file; no date code
M fil... nn n",t.. ""n",

NA
NA
NA

no data available from 9/1/02-9/30/02

NA
NA
NA
NA

200 fewer observations points after 10/24/02. From Oct.
1-24, Lane codes are EB ML 1 - EB ML 6, WBML 1WBML 6, Busway EB 1, Busway EB Southeast, Busway
WB1, BuswayWB Southwest;.
16 Lanes altogether. From
Oct 25 afterwards, only 4 land codes: EB ML, WBML,
EB Busway, and WB Busway.

10/24/02

no data collected for all

Southwest; 16 Lanes altogether.

200 more observations points after 9/17/02. From From
Sept. 1-17, only 4
land codes: EB ML, WBML, EB
Busway, and WB Busway. Sept. 18 afterwards, Lane
codes are EB ML 1 - EB ML 6, WBML 1-WBML 6, Busway
EB1. Busway EB Southeast, Busway WB1, Busway WB

9/17/02

southbound data onlv for class 2
southbound data onlv for class 2
no data collected for all
lanes from 3pm-midnight on

. tx file; no date code
.tx file; no date code
.tx file; no date code

no data available from 9/1/01-9/30/01
data not available bv class, only in total bv lanes
no data available from 9/1/01-9/5/01
NA
no data available from 9/1/01-9/30/01
no data available from10/1/01-10/4/01

NA

no data available from 9/1/01-9/13/01

NA
NA

O/OH

08/01/01-09/30/01
10/1/01-12/31/01
09/14/01-09/30/01
10/1/01-12/31/01

1 0/1

southbound data onlv for class 2
southbound data onlv for class 2

Problem.

08/01/01-09/30/01

Dates

LA-060-10.6 WEST OF PECK RD - AUG 2003 TO SEP 2003

LA-010-19.668 (ãEAST LA CITY LIMIT - OCT 2003 TO DEC 2003

LA-010-19.668 (Q EAST LA CITY LIMIT - AUG 2003 TO SEP 2003

TO DEC 2003

.. - ....... ~. - r"""",'VV.; I U vi:l-¿UUj

LA-005-15.329 NORTH OF INDIANA ST - OCT 2003

LA-005-15.329 NORTH OF INDIANA ST -JUN 2001 TO JUL 2001
LA-005-15.329 NORTH OF INDIANA ST - APR 2002 TO MAY 2002
LA-005-15.329 NORTH OF INDIANA ST - DEC 2002 TO JAN 2003
LA-005-15.329 NORTH OF INDIANA ST - JAN 2003 TO APR 2003
LA-005-15.329 NORTH OF INDIANA ST - JUN 2003 TO JUL 2003
LA-010-19.668
EAST LA CITY LIMIT - JUN 2001 TO JUL 2001
LA-010-19.668
EAST LA CITY LIMIT - JUN 2003 TO JUL 2003
LA-010-19.668
EAST LOS ANGELES CITY LIMITS - APR 2002 TO JUN 2002
LA-010-19.668
EAST LOS ANGELES CITY LIMITS - JUL 2002 TO AUG 2002

LA-110-6.144 NORTH OF SEPULVEDA BLVD - AUG 2003 TO SEP 2003
LA-110-6.144 NORTH OF SEPULVEDA BLVD - OCT 2003 TO DEC 2003
LA-091-R 7.7 t0 AVALON BLVD - JUN 2003 TO SEP 2003
LA-091-R 7.7 (Q AVALON BLVD - OCT 2003 TO DEC 2003
LA-710-11.5 NORTH OF DEL AMO BLVD - JUN 2003 TO SEP 2003
LA-710-11.5 NORTH OF DEL AMO BLVD - OCT 2003 TO DEC 2003

LA110

LA-091-R 7.7 t0AVALON BLVD - APR 2002 TO SEP 2002

~..) L__~_

~-- "ii .l-~"---' -F- t-''-----I~.__..

.j--' r----- r~---\

only reflects data problem during the study period (Sept., Oct., and Nov. from 2001-2003)

A091

c

LA-110-6.144 NORTH OF SEPULVEDA BLVD - APR 2002 TO JUN 2002
LA-110-6.144 NORTH OF SEPULVEDA
BLVD - JUN 2003 TO JUL 2003

..060R2.22 LA-060-R 2.22 INDIANA ST - JUN 2001 TO AUG 2001 - VOLUME

LA-060-R 2.22 EAST OF INDIANA ST- JUN 2003 TO JUL 2003

LA-060-R 2.22 EAST OF INDIANA ST - APR 2002 TO MAY 2002
LA-060-R 2.22 EAST OF INDIANA ST - FEB2003 TO APR 2003

LA-060-26.57 EAST OF JCT RTE 57 NORTH - FEB 2003 TO APR 2003
LA-060-26.57 EAST OF JCT RTE 57 NORTH - JUN 2001
.A060-26.57 LA-060-26.57 EAST OF JCT RTE 57 NORTH - JUN 2003 TO JUL 2003

LA-060-26.57 EAST OF JCT 57 NORTH - JUN 2001 TO JUL 2001

LA-060-10.6 WEST OF PECK RD - APR 2002 TO JUL 2002
LA-060-10.6 WESTOF PECK RD - FEB 2003 TO APR 2003
LA060-10.6 LA-060-10.6 WEST OF PECK RD - JUN 2003 TO JUL 2003

LA010

LAOO5

ithe, Data

LA710

LA091

LA110

LA060R2.22 LA-060-R 2.22 EAST OF INDIANA ST - OCT 2003 TO DEC 2003

LA-060-R 2.22 EAST OF INDIANA ST - AUG 2003 TO SEP 2003

..060-26.57 LA-060-26.57 EAST OF JCT RTE57 NORTH - OCT 2003 TO DEC 2003

LA-060-26.57 EAST OF JCT RTE 57 NORTH -AUG 2003 TO SEP 2003

LA060-10.6 LA-060-10.6 WEST OF PECK RD - OCT 2003 TO DEC 2003

LA010

LA005

6/2/01-7/31/01
4/1/02-5/6/02
12/1/02-1/28/03
1/29/03-4/30/03
6/1/02-7/31/02
6/1/01-7/31/01
6/1/03-7/31/03
4/1/02-6/30/02
7/1/02-8/31/02
4/1/02-7/12/02
2/1/03-4/30/03
6/1/03-7/31/03
6/14/01-7/31/01
2/1/03-4/30/03
6/1/01-6/13/01
6/1/03-7/31/03
4/1/02-5/2/02
2/1/03-4/30/03
6/1/03-7/31/03
6/1/01-8/29/01
4/1/02-6/30/02
6/1/03-7/31/03

10/1/03-12/31/03
8/1/03-9/30/03
10/1/03-12/31/03
8/1/03-9/30/03
10/1/03-12/31/03
8/1/03-9/30/03
10/1/03-12/31/03

8/1/03-9/30/03 .

8/1/03-9/30/03
10/1/03-12/31/03
8/1/03-9/30/03
10/1/03-12/31/03

.____J

.tx file; no date code

.

.tx file; no date code
.tx file; no date code
.tx file; no date coe
.tx file; no date code

southbound data only for class 2
southbound data only for class 2
westbound data only for class 2
westbound data only for class 2
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA

